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Friendly and approachable

Helpful to us with recruiting
students

Happy to give advice and
assistance

Made it easy to add roles to
LSE CareerHub

Quick to respond

Has an easy website to
navigate
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LSE Volunteer Centre were...

We were satisfied with the
impact that LSE students hav..
Our LSE student volunteers had
useful skills and knowledge
Our LSE student volunteers

produced work of high quality
Our LSE student volunteers

were well prepared for volunt..
Our LSE student volunteers

were reliable
Our LSE student volunteers

diversified our pool of volunte..
Our LSE student volunteers

brought new ideas
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LSE Volunteers

32/418
responses
(8%)

Don't know
25%

No
61%

Yes
14%

Have any LSE volunteers gone
onto do paid work for your
organisation after volunteering?None
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How many LSE students have you recruited in the past 12 months?

Impact

We had recruited from LSE
before

The LSE Volunteer Centre has a
good reputation

We had a specific opportunity
that we thought LSE students ..

The LSE Volunteer Centre had
been recommend to us

We needed volunteer quickly

Other

45%

20%

18%

9%

4%

4%

Why did your organisation decide to advertise with the LSE Volunteer Centre?

VSOUniversify Education

Turn2us

The Literacy Pirates

The Faith & Belief Forum The Childhood Trust

St Joseph’s Hospice

Salusbury World

Richard House Children's Hospice

Resources for Autism
Octavia Foundation

National Autistic Society

MedairLSE Sustainability

LSE Off Campus Support Scheme

LSE Language Centre

Latin American Foundation for the Future

KEEN London

JAN Trust

IntoUniversity

Inter Cultural Youth Exchange UK
Holborn Community Association

Groundwork London
Green Schools Project

Elcena Jeffers Foundation

Coin Street Community Builders

CoachBright

Charity Fast-Track

Body & Soul Age UK Kensington & Chelsea Age UK Islington

Action on Empty Homes

Organisations

Quality

NPS = 66% Promoters
66%

Neutrals
34%
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We always had amazing volunteers from LSE. They contribute by bringing in new and innovative ideas, were reliable and produced high quality work.

We also worked with the Islamic Society's GIVE project - these volunteers made a wonderful contribution to our Community CentreThey are really great quality volunteers

The LSE student volunteers have been great to work with and added real value to our organisation.

Just wanted to say THANK YOU to all of them for volunteering with us! We hope to have more of them next term on our programmes.
Excellent, committed set of volunteers who have helped us to grow new and exciting roles, taking on roles which have not previously existed at our organisation and enabling us to begin our new
volunteer plan and growth with confidence

Comments about LSE student volunteers...

We have an excellent ongoing relationship with the LSE Volunteers Centre and I have found them consistently great to work with.

We are happy with how approachable the LSE Volunteer Centre is, in particular with regards to spreading the word to other students about our opportunities. We really enjoyed being at the Charity
Tuesday stand.

Very friendly and helpful staff

Their advice and support has been invaluable during the last 6 months, and I am told my predecessors found this a hugely useful service.

The service you provide is excellent!

The LSE Volunteers Centre is always very responsive and helpful

The LSE Volunteers Centre has been extremely helpful and reliable. They have worked with us to fit our needs and have helped us to think of new ways to advertise our volunteer roles.

The LSE Volunteers Centre has always been fully supportive of our organisation and the work that we do, and provide an excellent service for recruiting enthusiastic and diligent volunteers.
The experience has been reliable and efficient and has enabled us to achieve goals that we could not have achieved without LSE VC's contribution and support

Reliable and communicative. Headed by an efficient and friendly team.
LSE has been a reliable source of high quality volunteers.

LSE has always been very supportive of our organisation.

It has been a great experience working with the LSE. David and Beth in particular have been on hand to support and help us along the way and we have seen real benefits of working together to
provide us with excellent volunteers. By far the best experience working with a university we have had and we hope to continue to grow the number of LSE student volunteers with us over the
coming months and beyond.
I think that the volunteers that come from LSE are sensible, reliable and they genuinely interested in what they are here to do- I think some of this must come from the ethics that LSE gives its
students along with the skills the students provide.

I believe that LSE is a great place to recruit volunteers

Highly motivated and passionate students and the volunteers centre is very easy to work with

Good reputation and very professional staff that are always wanting to support charities and other small organisations
Excellent colleagues who always go above and beyond to provide support and expertise.

Easy, clear, and great customer support. Our LSE volunteers have also been excellent.

A good source of student volunteers

NPS - Why they gave their score


